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Abstract (en)
Process for monitoring a live poker game or tournament that, applicable to automatically know, at every moment and in real time of whom the turn
is and how much remaining time he has available to make a decision, which cards are on the table (2) and which cards each player is presenting
to know who is the winner and how many chips he gets or how they are distributed the pots in the case that there is more than one; and how many
cards each player is betting in each action and how many chips he has in his possession at every moment, that comprises a stage of receiving
information from a microphone and a camera, a stage of processing data and a stage of communicating states and/or results to the central server
computer (9) for their distribution. The object of the patent is likewise an equipment to monitoring a live poker game or tournament that comprises a
ceiling sensor to acquire information on what is occurring at the table, a croupier computerized board (6), a mouse for counting chips, a microphone
(8) to transmit the sound to the computer of the table and allow the voice recognition, the said set of elements of each table (2) being electronically
connected to each other, in a wireless mode and/or by means of wiring.
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